Job description
Life Size is looking for an enthusiastic and empathetic individual passionate about the climate to join
our wonderful team as an intern. We are champions of cleantech and are firm believers in its
potential to tackle the greatest challenges of our time. That’s why we are Europe’s only strategic
communications agency to dedicate our sole focus in this sector, guiding cleantech companies to
success.
Joining Life Size will offer you the chance to work in a purpose-driven environment and directly
contribute to fighting climate change. You will be welcomed into a supportive team spread across
the UK, Germany and Sweden, which is united by a shared set of values and trust and a desire to
accomplish stimulating work that makes a difference.
We’ve long advocated a modern, flexible working culture. By offering a flexible working pattern, we
ensure that each team member has the best mix of joyful personal life and a thriving career that
suits their individual needs and environments.
The companies we partner with are leaders in their field, pursuing a bold vision of the way the world
could be. Our communications roadmaps help these businesses to overcome any challenges in their
path and achieve their commercial goals, whether these aims are international expansion, raising
investment or attracting new customers.
We’re looking for someone interested in communications who is willing to learn new skills and take
an active role in all aspects of our client work. Supporting our own marketing activities will also be a
crucial part of the internship, including writing blogs and contributing to social media. In return, you
will receive individual coaching and a dedicated mentor, plus participate in company-wide learning
and training. If you want to learn more about our internships, read this blog post by our former
intern Helene, who has since joined us permanently.
The role
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active involvement across our monthly campaigns and projects
Deliver real value to our clients and partners
Focus on PR-related activities, such as proofing content, researching information and writing press
releases, articles and opinion pieces
Participate in brand and content work
Contribute to Life Size content marketing activities, including writing blogs and social media posts
Provide fresh ideas and insights to the Life Size team
Opportunity to create your own path and define a future long-term role with the company

The person
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current student or recent graduate
Native German speaker with strong writing skills
Strong English proficiency
Communications enthusiast
Hands-on mentality
Creative mindset
Interest in technology and sustainability
Willingness to take a deep dive into the world of cleantech

The benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work in a purpose-driven environment
Directly contribute to combatting climate change
Remote-first working set-up, including the provision of a company laptop if required
Flexible working hours
Individual coaching and dedicated mentor
Participation in Life Size learning and further company training
Fair remuneration

If you’re interested, please send us your CV to mail@lifesizemedia.com.

